FINISH 2022 STRONG WITH A LADIBUG DOCUMENT CAMERA SPECIAL!

October 03, 2022 – December 30, 2022

- For every five (5) purchased, receive the sixth at $1.
- Promotional $1 document camera must be the same model as the five (5) full priced cameras purchased.
- Promotional $1 document camera must be included on the same purchase order as the full priced cameras.
- All models including the promotional $1 document camera are eligible for the 5-year advance replacement warranty.
- See Official Terms & Conditions for more details
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BUY 5, RECEIVE THE 6\textsuperscript{TH} FOR $1

5-year Advance Replacement Warranty

www.MyLumens.com
1. General: These Official Terms and Conditions (these “Terms and Conditions”) govern the ‘Lumens - Finish 2022 Strong with a Ladibug Document Camera Special!’ (this “Promotion”), under which Lumens Integration, Inc. (“Lumens”) will offer to each Eligible Purchaser (as defined below), for each Qualifying Document Camera (as defined below), a buy five (5) and receive the sixth (6) document camera for one dollar ($1) during the Promotion Period (as defined below).

2. Promotion Period: This Promotion begins October 03, 2022 and ends December 30, 2022 (the “Promotion Period”).

3. Eligible Purchaser: This Promotion is open only to legal residents of the United States at least 18 years of age who are authorized representatives of businesses operating in the United States that: (i) purchase, as end user purchasers.

4. Eligible Products and Sales: For purposes of these Terms and Conditions, a “Qualifying Document Camera” means any of the following Lumens models: DC-132U, DC136, and DC193. Under this Promotion, Qualifying Purchasers have the option to purchase a sixth Qualifying Document Camera at one dollar ($1) if five (5) of the same document cameras are purchase at regular price during the Promotion Period. Promotional one dollar ($1) Qualifying Document Camera must be on the same purchase order as the other five (5) Qualifying Document Cameras. Promotional one dollar ($1) Qualifying Document Camera must be the same model as the other five (5) Qualifying Document Cameras purchased at regular price.

5. Certain Conditions and Restrictions: This Promotion does not apply or extend to any products other than the Qualifying Document Cameras and may not be combined with any other Lumens promotional offer. Any promotional one dollar ($1) qualifying document camera purchased is subject to Lumens standard warranty. This promotion is intended for end users. Distributors, dealers and other resellers are not eligible to participate. Availability of Qualifying Document Cameras may be limited. Qualifying Document Cameras must be brand new, factory-sealed, A-Stock models, and purchases of used, demonstration, refurbished or reconditioned models are excluded from this Promotion. If the Eligible Purchaser places an order for one or more Qualifying Document Cameras that cannot be fulfilled during the Promotion Period based on backorder status or any other reason, the applicable Eligible Purchaser will not be eligible to participate in this Promotion in respect of such units on backorder or any other reason.

6. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY: IN NO EVENT WILL LUMENS BE RESPONSIBLE OR LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES OR LOSSES OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL OR PUNITIVE DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF QUALIFYING PURCHASERS’ PARTICIPATION IN THIS PROMOTION OR ANY CONSIDERATION RECEIVED OR NOT RECEIVED IN CONNECTION HEREWITH.